TRAC-COM BUYERS GUIDE!

LEARN MORE ABOUT EVERYTHING TRAC-COM HERE!

Proudly made in the USA
TRAC-COM V2 INTERCOM
PERFECT FOR IN CAR INSTRUCTION

STARTING AT $125.00
TRAC-COM V2 INTERCOM

INDIVIDUAL VOLUME CONTROLS
Each user can fine tune the audio input to their helmet

LOCKING HEADSET CONNECTORS
Flexible connectivity options & consistent performance on track

AUXILIARY PORT
Allows for audio output. Perfect for GoPro’s

EXTENDED BATTERY CAPACITY
A single 9V will last multiple track events

BUILT TO LAST
High quality components designed to withstand your worst passengers

CONSTANT IMPROVEMENT
We continuously make hardware updates to improve performance

SPECS
• Removable 9V battery
• Works with rechargeable batteries
• LED battery life indicator
• Full duplex audio
• Sidetone feedback: Drivers can hear their own voice, helping dial in audio levels

INCLUDES
• TRAC-COM V2 Intercom
• 9V battery
• Belt clip with velcro

*Intercom requires student headset or helmet kits for each user
**TRAC-COM CHASER**
**DESIGNED FOR LEAD - FOLLOW INSTRUCTION**

**BLUETOOTH COMMUNICATION LINK**
Connects helmet audio to Bluetooth devices like a phone.

**LEAD / FOLLOW APPROVED**
Each driver will pair their phones to a chaser, allowing them to communicate by phone call or any other audio-sharing application.

**ADJUSTABLE VOLUME**
Volume buttons allows for quick audio adjustment without having to reach for a phone.

**EXPANSIVE COMPATIBILITY**
Works with all TRAC-COM student headsets and adapter cables.

**GREAT FOR TRACK EMPLOYEES**
Perfect for clear communication between flaggers and corner worker.

---

**STARTING AT $149.00**
CHASER DUAL KIT

---

**SPECS**

- Rechargeable Lithium Ion Battery
- Up to 10 hours of battery life
- Bluetooth 5.1 technology
- Compact size, lightweight at .9 oz

**INCLUDES**

- (2) TRAC-COM CHASER DEVICES
- (1) USB Charging Cable
- (2) Strips of adhesive velcro (for helmet mounting)

*Requires student headset or helmet kits for each user*
TRAC-COM CHASER GARMIN KIT
DIRECT AUDIO FROM YOUR GARMIN CATALYST

UPGRADE YOUR GARMIN CATALYST
CRYSTAL CLEAR AUDIO FEEDBACK DIRECTLY INTO YOUR HELMET KIT.

LIGHTWEIGHT
EACH DRIVER WILL PAIR THEIR PHONES TO A CHASER, ALLOWING THEM TO COMMUNICATE BY PHONE CALL OR ANY OTHER AUDIO-SHARING APPLICATION.

WIRELESS CONNECTION
UTILIZING THE BUILT-IN BLUETOOTH, THE CHASER WIRELESSLY CONNECTS THE GARMIN CATALYST.

MULTIPLE OPTIONS TO CONNECT
COMPATIBLE WITH EITHER INTEGRATED HELMET KITS OR TRAC-COM STUDENT BOOMS.

STARTING AT $127.00
CHASER GARMIN KIT

SPECS
• RECHARGEABLE LITHIUM ION BATTERY
• UP TO 10 HOURS OF BATTERY LIFE
• BLUETOOTH 5.1 TECHNOLOGY
• COMPACT SIZE, LIGHTWEIGHT AT .9 OZ

INCLUDES
• (1) TRAC-COM CHASER DEVICE
• (1) ADAPTER CABLE (IMSA/ROUX, OR STILO)
• (1) USB CHARGING CABLE
• (1) STRIPS OF ADHESIVE VELCRO (FOR HELMET MOUNTING)
* REQUIRES STUDENT HEADSET OR HELMET KITS FOR USE
ST5K WIRELESS KIT
TALK WITH YOUR FRIENDS IN REAL TIME
WHILE DRIVING TOGETHER

SIMPLE ALTERNATIVE TO RADIOS
CONNECTS BUILT IN HELMET KITS TO BLUETOOTH DEVICES LIKE A PHONE.

CELL PHONE POWERED
DRIVERS PLUG THEIR HELMET KIT INTO THE CHASER, AND THEN PAIR THEIR PHONE TO IT VIA BLUETOOTH. THIS ALLOWS THEM TO COMMUNICATE BY PHONE CALL OR ANY OTHER AUDIO-SHARING APPLICATION.

PUSH TO TALK
THE STEERING WHEEL-MOUNTED VELCRO PUSH TO TALK BUTTON CUTS DOWN ON UNWANTED SOUNDS, MUTING AUDIO WHEN THE BUTTON IS NOT PRESSED.

ADVANCED DRIVER GROUPS
BY USING APPS LIKE DISCORD OR TEAM SPEAK, THERE IS NO LIMIT TO CHAT SIZE. OPEN COMMUNICATION ENCHANCES ADVANCED RUN GROUPS OR INSTRUCTOR TRAINING.

POWERED BY TRAC-COM CHASER

STARTING AT $275.00
ST5K WIRELESS KIT

SPECs
• RECHARGEABLE LITHIUM ION BATTERY
• UP TO 10 HOURS OF BATTERY LIFE
• BLUETOOTH 5.1 TECHNOLOGY
• COMPACT SIZE, LIGHTWEIGHT AT .9 OZ
• CAN BE USED IN ANY VEHICLE AND DOESN’T REQUIRE INTENSIVE INSTALLATION.

INCLUDES
• (1) TRAC-COM CHASER DEVICE
• (1) CHASER CAR HARNESS
• (1) USB CHARGING CABLE

*REQUIRES STUDENT HEADSET OR HELMET KITS FOR USE
TRAC-COM STUDENT BOOM V2
TEMPORARY AUDIO FOR ANY HELMET

**NOISE CANCELLING MICROPHONE**
A digital microphone allows for crystal clear communication.

**POWERFUL SPEAKER**
A loud high-fidelity speaker and plush earpad ensure proper sound transmission and comfort.

**COMPACT AND DURABLE**
The design makes it easy to fit inside a helmet, helping drivers focus on the track.

**STARTING AT $79.95**
TRAC-COM STUDENT BOOMS V2

**SPECS**
- 4 ft long cable
- TRAC-COM connector standard
- Available with IMSA plug

**INCLUDES**
- (1) TRAC-COM STUDENT BOOM V2
- Requires TRAC-COM intercom or TRAC-COM Chaser for use
HELMET AUDIO KITS
BUILT IN AUDIO FOR A PERMANENT SOLUTION

INSTALL IN MOST HELMETS
A UNIVERSAL SOLUTION, DESIGNED FOR DRIVERS LOOKING TO ADD INTEGRATED SPEAKERS AND MICROPHONE TO THEIR HELMET.

NOISE CANCELLING MICROPHONE
A LOW PROFILE DIGITAL MICROPHONE ALLOWS FOR CRYSTAL CLEAR COMMUNICATION.

POWERFUL SPEAKERS
POWERFULLY TUNED SPEAKERS BUILT INTO A COMPACT PACKAGE, COMPLETE WITH PLUSH EARPADS.

USE BEYOND HDPE
UTILIZATION OF AN IMSA PLUG ALLOWS FOR USE IN CARS WITH INTEGRATED RADIO SYSTEMS.

SPEAKER KIT $105.00
REQUIRES ADAPTER FOR TRAC-COM USE

INSTRUCTOR KIT $132.00
HEADSET WITH TRAC-COM ADAPTER CABLE

EARBUD CONNECTOR
DESIGNED TO WORK WITH EITHER STEREO OR MONO RACING EARBUDS. EARBUDS SOLD SEPARATELY.

OPTIONAL CLIP
AN OPTIONAL EARBUD CONNECTOR CLIPS ALLOWS THE EARBUD JACK TO SECURLY MOUNT TO MOST HELMETS WITHOUT DRILLING. CLIP - $23.00

STARTING AT $98.00
REQUIRES ADAPTER FOR TRAC-COM USE

SPECS
• TWO SPEAKERS, R7 DIGIAL MIC
• MALE IMSA PLUG
• REQUIRES ADAPTER CABLE FOR TRAC-COM

SPECS
• AVAILABLE IN SHORT OR COILED CABLE
• 3.5MM EARBUD CONNECTOR
• MALE IMSA PLUG
ADAPTER CABLES
UTILIZE EXISTING AUDIO OPTIONS WITH ADAPTER CABLES

TRAC-COM CHASER HELMET CABLES
DESIGNED TO SECURELY CONNECT YOUR CHASER UNIT WITH AN INTEGRATED KIT WITHOUT WASTING WEIGHT AND SPACE WITH UNNECESSARY CABLE LENGTH.

SPECs
• 6 INCH LENGTH
• IMSA/ROUX AND STILO AVAILABLE

STARTING AT $43.00
TRAC-COM CHASER HELMET CABLES

TRAC-COM ADAPTER CABLES
CONNECT YOUR TRAC-COM DEVICE TO YOUR BUILT-IN HELMET KIT WITH THESE LONGER ADAPTER CABLES. MEASURING 4FT IN LENGTH, AND AVAILABLE FOR STILO, NASCAR, IMSA/ROUX HELMET KITS.

SPECs
• 5 FT LONG CABLE
• IMSA/ROUX AND STILO AVAILABLE

STARTING AT $47.00
TRAC-COM ADAPTER CABLES
RACECOM WARRANTY

WARRANTY
RACECOM, A DIVISION OF HMS MOTORSPORT, INCLUDES A TWO YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY FROM DATE OF PURCHASE ON ALL RACECOM BRANDED ITEMS, INCLUDING THE TRAC-COM INTERCOM, CHASER BT LINK, ADAPTERS, CABLES, AND HEADSETS (STUDENT OR BUILT IN). PROOF OF PURCHASE IS REQUIRED AT THE TIME OF WARRANTY REQUEST.

ABOUT RACECOM

ABOUT RACECOM
OPERATING UNDER THE ROOF OF HMS MOTORSPORT, RACECOM IS QUICKLY BECOMING THE PREMIER COMMUNICATION SUPPLIER FOR DRIVERS AND RACE FANS ACROSS THE COUNTRY. LED BY AN ENGINEER WITH A BACKGROUND IN DEFENSE AND AVIONICS, RACECOM PRODUCTS ARE BUILT AND TESTED TO BE AMONG THE BEST IN THE INDUSTRY. PRODUCTS ARE DEVELOPED IN HOUSE AT OUR NORTH CAROLINA FACILITY AND THEN EVALUATED BY OUR STAFF OF DRIVERS BEFORE EVER GETTING INTO CUSTOMERS’ HANDS. THEIR FIRSTHAND EXPERIENCE AND INSTANT FEEDBACK ALLOWS FOR ENHANCED, RAPID PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT AND DEBUGGING WHICH PROVIDES THE BEST EXPERIENCE FOR THE CONSUMER SINCE WE’RE ABLE TO ADDRESS NEEDS IN REAL TIME.

IT’S NOT JUST ABOUT DEVELOPING THE NEWEST PRODUCTS, BUT ALSO MAKING SOMETHING DESIGNED TO LAST THE TEST OF TIME... OR MORE LIKE TRACK ABUSE. RACECOM OFFERS A WIDE RANGE OF COMMUNICATION PRODUCTS, INCLUDING CUSTOM CABLES, IN-CAR INTERCOMS, HELMET SPEAKER KITS, CAR HARNESSES, RACE RECEIVERS AND EVEN FULL RADIO SYSTEMS.

RACECOM PRODUCTS ARE COVERED BY A 2 YEAR WARRANTY, AND THE SUPPORT OF OUR COMMUNICATION TEAM. WITH CUSTOMERS RANGING FROM FIRST TIME DRIVERS TO PROFESSIONAL RACE TEAMS, RACECOM CAN CONFIDENTLY ADDRESS YOUR COMMUNICATION NEEDS.

Proudly made in the USA